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1 Introduction 
 

Exchange rate regimes are believed to have significant effect on economy of 

the countries, as they can directly affect trade, foreign investment and economic 

growth. Choice of an exchange rate regime is an important decision made by 

national monetary authorities. Therefore, national monetary authorities face with 

crucial decisions regarding the choice of this element of monetary policy, as 

country fundamentals, economic history and current economic standing of the 

countries must be accounted for as well. Historically, developing countries as 

well as some transition economies used to set fixed exchange rate regimes, 

usually pegged to major currency (US dollar) or basket of foreign currencies. 

Underdeveloped economic market, absence of free flow of capital and 

financially sustainable trade and inefficient fiscal policies often leads to pegged 

exchange rates. Other times, monetary authorities use fixed exchange rates as 

nominal anchor and using them as a tool to achieve low and stable inflation. 

Following paper will focus on analyzing exchange rate regimes and their 

effect on selected economic indicators in four countries. Selected countries for 

analysis are: Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Georgia. Interest to analyze 

these countries arises from the recent political and economic history these 

countries shared, as until 1991 before-mentioned countries have been part of the 

one large closed economy, with shared financial market and currency.  

Main focus is on establishing relationship between currency exchange rate 

regime and selected economic indicators. The main question of the research is: 

Does the exchange rates and exchange rate arrangement affect economy in 

following countries: Russia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Georgia? General 

theoretical assumption is that choice of an exchange rate regime affects 

domestic economy through exchange rate channel. In order to analyze this effect 

and consequences on economy, following economic indicators were chosen: 

GDP growth, inflation, foreign direct investment, exports & imports. 
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Related theory and academic literature do not have definitive conclusion on 

the existence of the exchange rate regime effect on economic growth. Some 

researchers were able to establish clear effect of exchange rate arrangement to 

economy, mainly economic growth and inflation.  However, other conclusions 

from academic literature stipulate the opposite, making it impossible to reach 

unambiguous conclusion.  Moreover, very little amount literature exists on this 

topic concerning CIS economies. Existing studies slightly cover Russian 

Federation, but Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Georgia are almost not covered in 

this area of research. This paper will try to contribute to the existing gap in the 

literature.  

This paper will analyze how exchange rates and currency regime influenced 

GDP growth, inflation, exports& imports and foreign direct investment in 

selected countries during 2007-17. Moreover, paper will try to explain reasons 

behind choice of particular regimes and whether they were sustainable and 

efficient for domestic economies. That said, main target of this thesis is to 

establish relationship between real effective exchange rates and before-

mentioned economic indicators. Moreover, research will try to define how 

particular exchange rate arrangement influenced economies of the countries. 

1.1 Background 
 

Following the collapse of Soviet Union in 1991, economic and monetary 

stability was very hard to achieve for the countries. After partition of “rubble 

area”, mentioned countries experienced hyperinflation caused by financial 

instability and inefficient fiscal policy. The national currencies were adopted in 

the middle of 1990s. Weak positions of newly adopted domestic currencies 

resulting from young and not efficiently functioning economies, was negatively 

affecting economic indicators. Therefore, for many years Central Banks of the 

Commonwealth of Independents States (CIS) countries were stimulating fixed 

exchange rate regime, supporting the strong position of national currencies 

against US dollar by injecting substantial amounts of foreign currency in to 
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economy. Most common practices were foreign exchange intervention and 

short-term interest rate manipulation. 

Existing research done on CIS economies mostly covers period of early 

transition years during 1990s. The following decades associated in with rapid, 

but not always economically efficient development of young economies. This 

research will contribute to limited literature of studies of CIS economies during 

first a second decade of 21st century. 

The observed years include years of global economic and financial crisis, as 

well as period 2013-15 which is associated with currency crisis and following 

change in exchange rate regime in the four countries. 

           Data used in the study is available cross-country statistic, as well as 

information provided by International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank, 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Paper 

considers country’s de facto regimes as defined by IMF. 
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2 Definition of exchange rate regimes  
 

According to IMF de facto classification of exchange rates, there are four 

different types of exchange rate regimes countries adopt. Hard pegs, soft pegs, 

floating and residual types. Hard pegs, on one extreme are associated with no 

monetary sovereignty exercised by national governments, whereas floating 

regime lying on the other extreme is associated with biggest monetary 

sovereignty. Positioned between these two extremes, there is soft peg which is 

also called intermediate exchange rate regime. Hard peg or fixed exchange rate 

regime has 2 categories, which are exchange arrangement with no separate legal 

tender and currency board arrangements. 
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1: Classification of De-facto exchange rate arrangements 

Type Category     

Hard peg Exchange rate 

arrangement 

with no 

separate legal 

tender 

Currency 

board 

arrangement 

   

Soft peg Conventional 

pegged 

arrangement 

Pegged 

exchange rate 

with 

horizontal 

band 

Stabilized 

arrangements 

Crawling 

peg 

Craw-like 

arrangement 

Floating 

regime 

Floating Free-floating    

Residual Other 

managed 

arrangement 

    

Source: Classification of Exchange Rate Arrangements (Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange 

Restrictions, IMF 2017) 

Pegged or fixed regime refers to exchange rate policy where government 

anchors or channels its exchange rate to other country’s currency, thus 

stabilizing exchange rate between those currencies. The extreme version of peg, 

which is hard peg can be implemented in the form of exchange rate arrangement 

with no separate legal tender, where some foreign country’s currency acts as a 

medium of exchange in economy. This type is also associated with absence of 

monetary policy flexibility. Another form of hard peg can be exercised in form 

of currency board arrangement, which implies full convertibility of local 

currency into units of foreign currency at a fixed exchange rate. Strictly fixed 

exchange rate regime is backed by huge foreign currency reserves.  In this case, 

currency board perform the role of monetary authorities, instead of Central 

Bank.  However, unlike Central Banks, currency boards do not act as lender of 
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last resort and have no power to affect monetary policy. Therefore, interest rates 

as well as inflation rate in the country with currency board are always similar to 

interest rates and inflation rate in the anchor country.  

Soft peg regimes are also called intermediate exchange rate regimes, as 

they fall between had peg with virtually no monetary sovereignty and floating 

regimes with largest amount of monetary sovereignty. Pegged currency regimes 

are associated with increased confidence in monetary policy, which stimulates 

higher investment and economic growth due to stable position of domestic 

currency. The fastest economic growth (more than 2% annually) was found to 

exist among countries with soft peg arrangements (Ghosh et.al, 1995). 

Intermediate arrangements can be viewed as convenient for non-industrialized 

or developing countries, with weak economic standing and unstable position of 

domestic currency, whereas industrialized countries are better off under floating 

regimes.  However, it is worth mentioning that countries that use pegs are prone 

to suffer the monetary crisis, as pegged regimes can cause the country to lose its 

competitiveness internationally.  There are several categories of regimes that fall 

under soft pegs.  

Conventional pegged arrangement refers to the case when country pegs it 

currency at a fixed rate to the foreign currency. This arrangement has 

similarities with previously discussed currency board, however, under 

conventional pegged arrangement, Central Banks act as monetary authority, 

decides on monetary policy, can raise or lower interest rates and participates if 

foreign exchange market transactions. 

 Domestic currency can also be pegged to the basket constituting 

multiple foreign currencies. Choice of currencies to include in the basket is 

closely related to trade and financial partners. 

Under pegged exchange rate with horizontal band, value of currency is 

managed specific margins of fluctuation, which is at least ±1 percent around a 

fixed central rate (IMF, 2006).   
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Stabilized arrangement refers to spot market exchange rate that stays 

within a margin of 2% for the period of at least 6 months and is not floating. 

Domestic currency can be linked to either single foreign currency or to the 

basket of foreign currencies. From the chosen countries for analysis, Azerbaijan 

as well as Kazakhstan have been applying regime of stabilized arrangement 

during 2009-15 and 2014-15 respectively. 

In the case of crawling peg arrangement, domestic currency is adjusted 

in small amounts and at a fixed rate. These adjustments maybe result of response 

to changes in specific financial indicators (e.g. differentials between target 

inflation and expected inflation in primary trade partners).  

For craw-like arrangements, currency is maintained with fluctuation 

margins of minimum ±1 percent around a central rate-or the margin between the 

maximum and minimum value of the exchange rate exceeds 2 percent-and the 

central rate or margins are adjusted periodically at a fixed rate or in response to 

changes in selective quantitative indicators (IMF,2017). 

Third type of exchange rate regimes is floating regime, which is comprised 

of floating and free-floating categories. Floating exchange rate is regulated by 

market forces. As market is a determinant exchange rate, it is not possible to 

predict future path of the currency or exchange rate. However, foreign exchange 

market intervention by Central Banks can occur, to prevent undue fluctuations in 

the exchange rate. (IMF, 2009). National monetary authorities can use different 

policies to tackle short-term movements in exchange rate. For example, to 

intervene to foreign exchange market by injecting currency. Employing managed 

floating regime and implementing various policies from time to time can be 

considered “least bad” for emerging economies (Goldstein, 2002). 

Free floating regime is based fully on market-determined forces and 

foreign exchange interventions by Central Banks happen very rarely, in case of 

serious potential market disruptions. Free-floating regime is adopted mainly by 

developed economies, with strong and stable domestic currency and efficient 

economy. Floating exchange rate regimes can be beneficial for countries, as they 
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are believed to be efficient in absorbing external economic shocks, whereas for 

countries with pegged regimes, external economic shocks are transmitted 

significantly to domestic economy through change in relative prices 

(Friedman,1953). However, the idea of flexible regimes acting as shock 

absorbers, is challenged by Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2002), where authors 

stipulate that such position can encourage protectionist behavior and cause price 

distortion, therefore, leading to misallocation of resources within economy. 

Other managed category which falls under residual type, is characterized by 

frequent shifts in policy, therefore cannot be categorized to as any of the 

previously mentioned regimes. Following the devaluation of domestic currency 

in 2016, Azerbaijan switched to other managed arrangement. 

 

 

 

2.1 Monetary Transmission Mechanism  
 

Main objective of Central Bank is to provide price stability, growth in line 

with economy’s potential, moderate long-term interest rates and high level of 

employment. In order to achieve these objectives monetary authorities are using 

various monetary policy tools, depending on fundamentals of economy. Choice 

of exchange rate regime, also made by Central Banks is followed by consistent 

choice of monetary policy framework, meaning which monetary tools Central 

Bank uses to provide economy with a nominal anchor1.  Depending on what 

variable is chosen to act as a nominal anchor, three main policy frameworks can 

be implemented by monetary authorities: exchange rate anchor, monetary 

aggregate target and inflation-targeting framework. 

Historically, Central Banks have been using currency peg as a nominal 

anchor, although in recent two decades, majority of CBs decided to target 

                                                           
1 Nominal anchor is a variable used by Central Banks in order to tie down price level in the 

economy. 
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inflation levels instead, due to various reasons.  Using currency peg as a nominal 

anchor, involves linkage of value of domestic currency to the value of foreign 

currency, usually to the country with low inflation. In this case, country’s 

monetary policy closely resembles monetary policy of anchor country. Central 

Banks are constrained in terms of responses to external economic shocks such as 

terms of trade (value of country’s exports to value of imports) or changes in real 

interest rate. For countries using exchange rate anchor as a monetary policy 

framework, value of domestic currency is linked to the currency of foreign 

country, where inflation is low.  Central Bank buys or sells foreign exchange in 

necessary amounts to keep the exchange rate at predetermined standard. Hence, 

exchange rate acts as an intermediate target of monetary policy or nominal 

anchor. Exchange rate anchor usually is set against major foreign currency, such 

as US dollar, euro or composite of foreign currencies. This type of framework is 

mostly associated with fixed or pegged regime, such as: currency board 

arrangement, exchange rate arrangements without separate legal tender, 

stabilized arrangements, crawling pegs and other managed arrangements.  

Another way for monetary authorities to control price level is by 

targeting growth of money supply. Monetary authorities or Central Banks may 

use money aggregates, such as M1, M2 and reserve money to attain desirable 

growth rate, where nominal anchor or intermediate target of monetary policy is 

chosen money aggregate. Using money aggregates as a nominal anchor can 

work well if CB can control money supply fairly good and if money growth is 

permanently related to inflation levels.  

Countries adopting inflation targeting framework as a part of monetary 

policy, publicly announce their commitment to achieve certain levels of 

inflation. Usually this framework involves active communication with the public 

regarding plans and objectives of inflation targeting. In this case, inflation 

forecast acts as a nominal anchor or intermediate target of monetary policy. 

Central Bank announces official inflation target forecast and tries to direct actual 

level of inflation to the target level. In theory, CB estimates future inflation 
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levels and compares it to the actual inflation during the period. Any difference 

between those values would be an indicator of extent to which monetary policy 

should be adjusted.  

In theory, there are two conditions that have to be met, in order for CB to 

use inflation targets as nominal anchor. First, CB should be able to conduct 

independent monetary policy and preserve its independence from government’s 

influence. This means that CB should be able to choose appropriate instruments 

in conducting monetary policy. Second condition is that CB should not target any 

other indicators (except inflation) such as; employment, exchange rate or wages. 

Inflation targeting was adopted by three of studied countries: Georgia (2009), 

Russia (2015) and Kazakhstan (2015). Simultaneously target inflation levels were 

announced. Central Bank can use interest rates in order to tie down inflation in 

certain cases. Increase in Central Bank interest rates, lead to growth of interest 

rates in money market, which is causing increase of cost of funds in financial 

market. This consecutively affect savings and consumption decisions of people 

and companies. Decreased consumption and increased savings (as a result of 

increase in Central Bank interest rates) puts downward pressure on inflation. 

Additionally, increase in CB interest rates, can promote domestic currency 

appreciation, which also has downward pressure on inflation.  

There are also cases when countries do not have explicitly stated 

nominal anchor, but monetary authorities rather audit different economic 

indicators while conducting monetary policy. 
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3 Literature Review 
 

Significant previous research has been done on exchange rate 

arrangements and their effect on economic growth and inflation. As the main 

objective of this study is to analyze effect of exchange rate regimes on GDP 

growth, inflation, export& in selected countries, corresponding literature was 

chosen for review and for establishing hypothesis.  

There has been a shift towards more flexible exchange rate regimes after 

the collapse of the Bretton Woods system in the beginning of 1970s, which 

stipulated fixed exchange rate regime across 44 countries, which pegged their 

domestic currencies to US dollar, which was pegged to the price of gold. 

Eventually, countries started to peg the domestic currency to basket of foreign 

currencies, and in the beginning of 1980s shifted totally to flexible exchange 

rates, instead of pegging them to any foreign currency. 

Overall, choice of either fixed or flexible exchange rate regime differs 

for developed and developing countries, as initially countries have different 

fundamentals and economic standing. Developing countries are often associated 

with absence of reliability, lack of transparency and narrow access to 

international markets and capital markets. To stabilize economy and maintain 

stable domestic currency, national monetary authorities of developing countries 

tend to opt for pegged or fixed exchange rate regime, usually in the form of soft 

peg against major foreign currency, such as US dollar or basket of foreign 

currencies. Fixed exchange rates however will not let the country to conduct 

independent monetary policy and let the capital to flow freely. This trilemma 

was noted as “impossible trinity of fixed exchange rates” by R. Mundell and J.M 

Fleming in 1960s. Therefore, countries cannot have fixed  exchange rates, 

conduct independent monetary policy and allow capital to flow freely at the 

same time (Mundell-Flemming,1960s). Monetary authorities must choose which 

element are more crucial and important for the country economy 
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3.1 Effect of currency regime and exchange rates on 

economic growth 
 

The opinions regarding which exchange rate regime facilitates stable and 

consistent economic growth differ. Classic models mention that floating regimes 

are beneficial for countries that experience mainly foreign and monetary 

disruptions, as domestic economy can be somehow isolated from this disruption 

by exchange rate. However, fixed exchange rate regime is believed to be more 

favorable for countries with unstable economy and volatility of internal 

monetary and fiscal policies. Proponents of fixed exchange rates believe that 

there is prevailing degree of ambiguity under flexible exchange rate, which can 

reduce amount of foreign trade and investment, and can cause higher inflation, 

which is not the case for economy with fixed exchange rates. However, none of 

the models provides us with precise results regarding which regime is better for 

economic growth.  

Significant research has been done on how monetary policy of the 

country, specifically exchange rate regime exercised by national banks affect 

economic growth. At the theoretical level, there is assumption that exchange rate 

can affect economy through trade, investment and productivity, and that fixed 

exchange rates can boost this process. Comprehensive review of existing 

theoretical and empirical literature was performed by Peterski (2009) on this 

matter and empirical research, did not provide with any definite conclusion, as 

researches concluded that pegged rates stimulate growth, while flexible rates do 

not, while other studies have reported opposite results (Peterski, 2009) Some 

part of the literature does not find any link at all between exchange rate regime 

and economic growth. 

R. Torres (2011) in his study of 150 industrialized and non-industrialized 

countries focused on analyzing relationship between countries’ choice of an 

exchange rate regimes and economics growth during 1980-2010. By applying 

regression analysis, where dependent variable was economic growth and 
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independent variable was exchange rate regime, no significant statistical 

relationship was found between exchange rate regime and economic growth for 

both group of countries (R.Torres, 2011). Similar results were concluded by Vita 

and Kyaw (2011) in a study of 70 developing countries in the span of 1981 to 

2004, which did not find any important link between exchange rate regime and 

economic growth.  

For 10 European transition economies2results concluded by Vujanic et.al 

(2017) in a research covering period from 2000 to 2014, were similar. For the 

countries with fixed exchange rates and less developed countries with floating 

rates no significant link was observed between exchange rate regime and 

economic growth. Result is similar for developed countries with flexible regime.  

However, the results are not consistent with Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger 

(2001) who reported the link between exchange rate regime and economic 

performance, however, only in the case of non-industrialized countries. 

Additionally, the link was found to be more powerful for non-industrialized 

countries with long pegs (continuing for five or more years). In the case of long-

pegs, announcement of fixed rates had an impact on inflation. However, for 

short-pegs (continuing for less than five years), this kind of announcement can 

have negative effect on real interest rates. Consequently, non-industrialized 

countries with both long and short pegs, were negatively linked to per capita 

output growth. Before-mentioned study of 154 countries covering post- Bretton 

woods era, found no significant link between exchange rate regime and 

economic performance for industrialized countries (Levy-Yeyati and 

Sturzenegger, 2001). 

Jakob (2016) analyzed whether fixed exchange rate regime would have 

positive correlation to the GDP growth, using control variables: inflation rate, 

gross capital formation (%of GDP), index of government spending, index of 

human capital per person. Analysis was performed on 74 countries (36 

developed and 38 developing countries) for the year of 2012. When all control 

                                                           
2 Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, Serbia, Bulgaria, Latvia, Estonia, Poland, Slovakia, Czech 

Republic 
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variables are accounted for in the regression, exchange rates do not show any 

statistical significance. However, when index of government spending and 

human capital index is dropped, there is significant link, as fixed rates 

experienced 1.7% higher economic growth than those adopting more flexible 

rates.  

 

 

3.2 Effect of currency regime and exchange rates on 

inflation 
 

Prior research on effect of exchange rate regime on inflation level does 

not provide us with definitive conclusion in terms of which regime is better for 

economy. For example, in the study of 18 developing countries conducted by 

Little et.al (1993), in some countries fixed exchange rate regime  caused lower 

levels of inflation, whereas in others exchange rate was found to be inadequate 

nominal anchor. 

Following, study of Ghosh et.al (1996) which investigated cases of all 

IMF member countries during 1960-1990s, found that there is significant link 

between fixed exchange rates and low levels of inflation. Results are believed to 

originate from discipline effect, which means that political costs of withdrawing 

from the peg can lead to more stringent policies, and confidence effect which 

stipulates that confidence regarding inflation will increase motivation of holding 

domestic currency instead of holding foreign currency. Additionally, fixed rates 

were found to trigger higher investment, caused by high level of assurance in 

domestic currency from investors side. Thus, before-mentioned effects were 

found to lead to lower inflation under fixed rates. More specifically, economies 

with fixed rates experienced average annual inflation of 8 percent during 

observed period, compared to 14 percent in case of intermediate regimes and 16 

percent in case of floating regimes. Despite the inflation benefit of fixed rates, 
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pegged regimes were also found to cause slower productivity growth compared 

to floating regimes. 

Moreover, prior analysis of 153 countries during 1946-2001 performed 

by Rogoff et.al (2003) found no support to the existing idea that over time 

countries will move to extreme regimes like free float or hard peg. On the 

contrary, intermediate regimes showed to be quiet durable. Study advocated that 

as economies get more sophisticated, value of exchange rate flexibility 

increases. For example, for countries that are on the early stage of economic 

development and integration, fixed or rather intermediate regimes seem to 

provide credibility, security against inflation or hyperinflation in some cases. 

For developing countries, with comparably low income, pegged exchange rates 

were found to be more beneficial in terms of lower inflation. However, highest 

rate of per capita income growth was observed in developing countries with 

floating rates. When economies develop, considerable benefits of moving to 

flexible exchange rates arise. Consequently, for developed economies floating 

regime is associated with lower inflation, in comparison to developed countries 

with fixed exchange rates. Nonetheless, highest rate of per capita income growth 

was observed in developed or high-income countries with fixed rates (Rogoff, 

Husain, Mody, Brooks, Oomes, 2003). 

Empirical study conducted by Peters et.al (2001), found out that 

transition countries with intermediate arrangements could reduce inflation level, 

if they would adopted fixed regime instead. However, shifting from floating 

regime to intermediate, will not bring any significant decrease in inflation. 

Moreover, according to the research, if country’s fundamentals make it 

inappropriate to adopt different regime, choice of floating regime will result in 

lower inflation. Countries adopting fixed exchange rate regimes were found to 

have higher current account deficits, in comparison to those selecting flexible or 

intermediate regimes. Moreover, countries following intermediate and fixed 

regimes, have higher ratios of reserves to base money than those with flexible 

regimes. Considering broad empirical research done, it is still impossible to 

postulate whether some particular regime is inferior to another. 
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3.3 Effect of currency regime and exchange rates on trade 
 

Topic of exchange rate regimes was addressed and widely discussed by 

economist Milton Friedman as well. He was a strong proponent of flexible 

exchange rate regimes, M. Friedman believed that flexible exchange rate regime 

would boost conditions for international trade and the wealth created by the 

international division of labor (M. Friedman, 1953).  

Exchange rates are widely believed to affect exports and imports. 

However overviewing empirical evidence from different countries around the 

world, the results turn out to be not so explicit. Moreover, some recent examples 

from currency devaluations in UK (2007-09) and Japan (2010-12) did not show 

any significant effect on exports. 

It is important to mention that significant part of performed research was 

based on de-jure classification of exchange rate regimes, meaning the regime 

that country officially declared to International Monetary Fund to commit to. 

However, de-facto monetary policy action can differ, especially in developing 

countries with lack of transparency and efficient supervision in the market. The 

achieved results may therefore be subject to bias and errors. Qureshi and 

Tsangarides (2010) examined impact of exchange rate regimes on bilateral 

trade, differentiating between de-facto and de-jure arrangements. Policy 

credibility was found to have a crucial role in assuring effects of de-jure and de-

facto regimes. Both de jure and de facto fixed rates were found to boost bilateral 

trade by low exchange rate volatility. 

Some authors have also suggested that there is significant effect of fixed 

exchange rate on bilateral trade between main country and country that pegs to 

it. Moreover, for a country that pegs it currency to US dollar, fixed rates 

advance trade between other countries pegging their domestic currency to US 

dollar as well (Gantman, Dabos, 2017).Furthermore, research suggests that 

countries with fixed rates and few controls can increase trade by as much as 
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80%, in case if they choose less restrictive and permanent fixed rates, as 

opposed to hard pegs, such as currency unions. (Klein, Shambaugh, 2004). 

Some evidence based on analysis of 48 countries during 2002-09, 

mentions that devaluation encourages service exports, while discouraging goods 

exports. Additionally, positive effect of devaluation was bigger for services 

exports rather than negative effect on goods exports (Mallick, 2010). 

Exchange rate volatility was found to negatively affect export volume in 

Vietnam during 2000-14 (Thuy et. al, 2018). On the other hand, in Ukraine 

depreciation of national currency was found to cause increase export volumes 

and decrease in price of exported goods. Specifically, currency depreciation of 1 

% led to 8.9% increase in export volumes and decline of 8.7 % in exported 

goods prices (Berezhnoi, 2014). 

Empirical results are not so definitive as well as, part of the academia 

finds relationship between exchange rates and trade. Nonetheless, in China 

sudden exchange rate in China was found to affect exports. More precisely, 

currency appreciation led to decline in exports of 1.89% (Liu et.al, 2013). 
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3.4 Evidence from CIS countries 
 

Following introduction of new currencies in 1992-1993 and attempting 

to stabilize them in the middle of the 1990s, CIS economies pegged their 

currency to US dollar. Type of arrangements were raging from crawling bands 

to fixed-but adjustable baskets. However, most those arrangements fell in the 

crisis of 1998-99 (Dabrowski, 2013). 

Taylor rule3 was found to clearly describe monetary policy performed by 

Central Bank of Russia during 2004-17 (Korhonen, Nuutialien, 2017). 

It was also found that for Georgia, exchange rate shocks had more clear 

effect on economy, than interest rate shock or foreign exchange intervention 

shock. Moreover, external shock of interest rates in USA had less powerful 

impact on Georgian economy, whereas domestic monetary policy shocks were 

found to significantly affect economy (Aslandi,2007). 

Numerous factors led to the deprecation of Russian ruble, like 

international sanctions, global appreciation of US dollar, capital flight and 

others. However, the initial and strong catalyst was the sharp decrease in oil 

prices ( Haug et.al 2012). 

Furthermore, crude oil prices were found to illustrate the developments 

in value of US dollar against main currencies during 1970-2008. More precisely, 

boost in oil prices caused depreciation of US dollar against main oil exporter 

countries’ currencies. For example, such as Russia, Mexico and etc. On the other 

hand, increase in oil price causes depreciation of local currencies against US 

dollar, if country is oil importer ( Lizardo, Mollick, 2010). 

Additionally, positive shocks in regard to oil prices happened to depress 

stock prices in emerging economies, as well as negatively impacting exchange 

rates in the short-run (Basher, et.al 2012). 

                                                           
3 The Taylor Rule suggests that the Central Banks should raise interest rates when inflation is 

above target or when GDP growth is too high and above potential. Consequently, Central Banks 

should lower rates when inflation is below the target level or when GDP growth is too slow and 

below potential. 
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 Apart from falling oil prices, international sanctions, capital flight are 

also believed to affect exchange rates drastically. 

 Crude oil prices and exchange rates were not found to be dependent in 

the period prior to crisis, however negative dependence was found between two 

in the period following the crisis (Reboredo, Rivera-Castro, 2013). 

Urbanovsky (2015) studied factors that caused devaluation of Russian 

ruble in 2014. Results showed strong positive correlation between oil prices and 

ruble exchange rate, meaning that value of ruble reflects path of dollar. Even 

though domestic interest rates were increased, it did not bring expected foreign 

investment and inflow. 

Exchange rate was found to be origin of the consumer and producer price 

index in Azerbaijan (Mukhtarov et.al. 2019). Position of exchange rates are 

crucial for Azerbaijani economy. The current account surplus that Azerbaijan 

was maintaining since the start of observed period (2007), was not sustained in 

2015, resulting in 1,7 billion USD current account deficit Mukhtarov et.al 

(2019). 

Currency devaluations or expansionary monetary policy result in higher 

inflation, without corresponding rise in economic growth (Goldstein, 2002). 
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3.5 Reasons for using exchange rate regime as policy 

instrument 
 

  Main reasons for countries to peg domestic currency to foreign currency 

or a basket of currencies is to provide macroeconomic stability and nominal 

anchor, as fixed rates are believed to promote bilateral trade (Klein, Shambaugh, 

2004). On the other end, countries pegging their currency to foreign currencies 

also experience slower per capita output growth (Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger 

2001). 

 Fixed and stable exchange rate of domestic currency provides domestic 

and foreign investors with confidence, which can facilitate capital inflow in the 

country. Especially, for developing countries with absence of efficiently 

functioning economic markets, fixed exchange rate can be good base when 

deciding whether to invest in the country or not. 

Despite the fact that theoretical relationship between exchange rate 

regime and economy is uncertain, evidence presents a substantial link between 

the choice of the exchange rate regime and economic performance. Fixed 

exchange rate can promote lower inflation, but at the same time slower 

productivity growth as well (Ghosh et.al, 1997).  
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4 Analysis of selected countries 
 

Following chapter will present chosen economic indicators and analyze 

exchange rates and currency regime effects on these indicators separately for 

each country. Based on academic and theoretical literature review, following 

assumptions were made: 

- Exchange rates negatively affect exports in selected economies. 

- Exchange rates positively affect imports in selected economies. 

- Exchange rates positively affect GDP growth in selected economies. 

- Exchange rates positively affect foreign direct investment in selected 

economies 

- Exchange rates negatively affect inflation levels in selected economies. 

To quantify the explanatory variable which is exchange rate- real effective 

exchange rate index (REER)4 is used. To monitor the developments, year-to-

year change in real REER is calculated and used in the analysis. 

Trade constitutes big part of every economy, therefore assumption is that 

trade is affected by changes in exchange rate. Theoretically, appreciation of 

domestic currency, can have negative impact on exports, as domestic goods 

become more expensive for foreigners. At the same time, it can increase 

imports, as foreign goods become cheaper for the citizens. The opposite happens 

when domestic currency depreciates, which stimulates exports (because of 

higher revenues) and discourages import of foreign goods, because of higher 

prices. 

Next analyzed indicator is growth of gross domestic product (GDP). GDP is 

total market value of all goods and services produced during the year. GDP 

growth also referred to as economic growth, is important measure of domestic 

economy. 

                                                           
4 Real effective exchange rate is the nominal effective exchange rate (a measure of the value of a 

currency against a weighted average of several foreign currencies) divided by a price deflator or 

index of costs (World Bank). 
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Inflation is another important indicator, which represents the general price 

level in economy. Moreover, this indicator is often used by Central Banks when 

performing monetary policy.  

Last indicator which is analyzed is foreign direct investment (FDI). FDI 

refers to investments made to domestic economy by foreign companies or 

individuals. Usually, investment involves establishment of firm or purchase of 

domestic firms’ assets. Foreign investors can acquire either full control over the 

business or at least influence to some extent in decision-making of the domestic 

company. FDI flows are presented on the net basis5 and can be analyzed in form 

of net inflows and net outflows. Net decline in assets or net raise in liabilities are 

noted as credits, whereas net raise in assets or net decline in liabilities are noted 

as debits. For developing countries, FDI inflows are very important, as they are 

main source of foreign financing. 

Net outflows refer to value of outgoing direct investment which is made 

to foreign economies by residents of country.  Net inflows refer to value of 

incoming direct investment to the domestic economy which is made by non-

residents. Valued on net FDI inflow and outflow can be negative. Negative 

inflows would imply disinvestment6 by foreign investors in domestic economy 

was larger than recent investment. While negative net outflows imply that 

repatriated or disinvested direct investment from external economies is higher 

that investment made to foreign economies by domestic investors.  

In the early 2000s, some of CIS nation (Azerbaijan, Georgia, 

Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Armenia,) announced shifting to floating 

rates, but still de-facto pegging domestic currency to US dollar. Armenia, 

Georgia and Moldova attempted to implement managed floating in the 

beginning of 2000s. For the most economies in the region however, there is still 

                                                           
5 Capital transactions’ credit minus debits between direct investors and their foreign affiliates. 
6 Refers to withdrawal or reduction of an investment made by foreign investors to domestic 

economy. 
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a fear to shift to free-floating regime, and so far, none of the CIS economies 

(except Russia) has shifted to free-float completely. 

During 2007-17, all observed countries devaluated their currencies 

several times. Significant devaluations happened between 2014-2015, when all 

four economies experienced currency crisis and national monetary authorities 

had to devaluate domestic currency.  Russian ruble (RUB) decreased in value by 

more than 100 percent against US dollar, from 2013 to 2015. Kazakhstani tenge 

(KZT) decreased by 80% in value in 2014-15. Azerbaijani manat (AZN) was 

devaluated by 100% percent in 2014-16. Georgian lari (GEL) depreciated by 60 

% in 2014-16. From comparing period between 2014-15, we can observe similar 

depreciations against US dollar during 2014-15 in all observed countries. This 

can be linked to global appreciation of dollar in 2014, when dollar rose against 

all major currencies. After 8 years of maintaining very low interest rates below 

1%, expectation of Federal Reserve potentially increasing the federal funds 

rates, contributed to global demand for dollar, thus leading it to dollar’s 

appreciation. However, for Russia, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan another factor- 

sharp decrease in oil prices in that period affected currency exchange rates as 

well. With large share of oil exports before-mentioned countries were hurt 

significantly by drop in global oil prices. 

Following figures illustrate nominal exchange rate for the period of 

2007-17 in selected countries. 
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Figure 1: Nominal exchange rate of Russian Ruble to US dollar 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 

 

Figure 2: Nominal exchange rate of Azerbaijani Manat to US dollar 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 
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Figure 3: Nominal exchange rate of Georgian Lari to US dollar 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 

 

 

Figure 4: Nominal exchange rate of Kazakhstan Tenge to US dollar 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 
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Devaluations usually can have positive and negative effects on the 

domestic economy. Devaluations most probably cause inflation to rise, because 

it makes every imported good or service more expensive for consumers. 

Businesses tend to cut on the cost and stay away from further investments, 

because of decrease in earnings. However, decline in the value of domestic 

currency can benefit export-oriented companies, and can motivate business 

activities. Following the devaluations, more flexible exchange rate arrangements 

were accepted by National Banks. Russia, Kazakhstan and Georgia let their 

currencies to float. Previous exchange rate anchor against US dollar were 

removed, and other monetary policy frameworks were adopted, such as inflation 

targeting (Russia, Georgia, Kazakhstan). 

Overall, choice of either fixed or flexible exchange rate regime differs 

for developed and developing countries, as initially countries have different 

fundamentals and economic standing. Developing countries are often associated 

with absence of reliability, lack of transparency and narrow access to 

international markets and capital markets. In order to stabilize economy and 

maintain stable domestic currency, national monetary authorities of developing 

countries tend to opt for fixed exchange rate regime, usually in the form of soft 

peg against major foreign currency, such as US dollar or basket of foreign 

currencies. The main goal of the national monetary authorities or central banks 

is to provide internal and external stability of the national currency in the 

country.  

In order to analyze the exchange rates and their impact on economy, 

effective exchange rate index was chosen to represent the position of the 

domestic currency. Nominal effective exchange rate index (NEER) refers to 

weighted average of bilateral nominal exchange rates of the domestic currency 

in terms of foreign currencies. It is calculated as weighted average change in 

nominal exchange rate of local currency to the basket of foreign country’s 

currencies, which are main trade partners. The real effective exchange rate index 

(REER), is nominal effective exchange rate index adjusted for inflation. 
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Therefore, REER is able to capture inflation differentials in the country and in 

its main trade partners 

 Following four figures illustrate real effective exchange rate index  

growth in Russia, Kazakhstan, Georgia and Azerbaijan. 

Figure 5: Real effective exchange rate of Russia, annual growth 

  
Source: World Bank 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Real effective exchange rate of Kazakhstan, annual growth 

 

Source: World Bank 
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Figure 7: Real effective exchange rate of Azerbaijan, annual growth         

  
Source: Islamic Development Bank 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Real effective exchange rate of Georgia, annual growth 

 
Source: World Bank 
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4.1  Russia 
 

 Russia, being one of the biggest emerging markets has relatively 

advanced financial markets. Due to relatively underdeveloped economic markets 

and unstable position of domestic currency, Central Bank of Russia was actively 

using monetary policy tools to maintain stability of exchange rate. During 

observed period, Russian ruble was de-facto anchored to US dollar, in some 

periods to composite of US dollar and euro. However, generally, from the 

beginning of the analyzed period, monetary authority planned gradual shift 

towards targeting inflation as a monetary policy tool. During period of 2007-14 

exchange rate stability was mentioned as key target by Central Bank of Russia. 

Full shift to inflation targeting did not happen until beginning of 2015, following 

Russian currency crisis in 2013-2014. 
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Table 2: De-facto exchange rate arrangements of Russian Federation during 2007-17 

Year Exchange rate arrangement Monetary policy framework 

2007 
Managed floating with no pre-determined 

exchange rate path 

IMF-supported or other 

monetary program 

2008 
Other conventional pegged arrangement 

Exchange rate anchor against 

composite of euro and US 

dollar 
2009 

Other managed arrangement 

2010 

2011 Other 7 

2012 

2013 
Other8 

2014 

2015 Floating 

Inflation targeting  2016 
Free-floating 

2017 

Source: (Annual Report on Exchange Rate Arrangement and Exchange Restrictions, IMF, 2007-17). 

 During observed period, Russian Federation was implementing mostly 

soft pegged or managed arrangement. Starting from 2009 up until 2015, de-jure 

exchange rate arrangement was classified as other managed arrangement, 

specifically controlled float. Initially, ruble was pegged to dual-currency basket 

of euro and US dollar, followed by absence of officially stated nominal anchor 

during 2011-2012. Overall, dual-currency basket was used as an operational 

benchmark by Central Bank of Russia while heavily intervening foreign 

exchange markets since 2005. Period of 2011-12 associated with Central Bank 

of Russia monitoring different indicators and aligning conducted monetary 

                                                           
7 Russia did not have officially stated nominal anchor in that period. Central Bank of Russia 

monitored different indicators while conducting monetary policy (IMF,2011). 
8 Central Bank of Russia took preparatory steps towards inflation targeting (IMF,2013). 
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policy accordingly. Later, in 2013-14, Central Bank started taking preliminary 

steps towards inflation targeting, which resulted in fully adopting inflation 

targeting framework in 2015. Following devaluation of Russian ruble in 2014, 

CB decided to switch to flexible exchange rate arrangement and let the Russian 

ruble float in the market. Starting from 2016 ruble was let to float freely. Table 

below summarizes evolution of exchange rate regimes in Russian Federation 

between 2007-17. Table below is a summary of currency regime implemented 

and nominal anchor used by Central Bank of Russia. 

Sharp decrease in the value of ruble against US dollar, can be caused by 

several factors, oil prices being the main. With fuels accounting for on average 

to 60% of total exports, performance of Russian economy is volatile to oil 

prices. In the period of high and increasing oil prices, with high value of exports, 

domestic currency appreciates in value, local and foreign investors invest in 

local firms and currency. Increased economic activity also brings higher taxes to 

the government, enabling it to increase government expenditure. However, in 

the period of decreasing oil prices, which started in the 3rd quarter of 2014 and 

continued until January 2016, when it hit the minimum price of 29$ per barrel, 

russian economy reflected this decrease in form of low dollar value of exports, 

and depreciation of ruble.  Low revenues from oil in effect hurt most of the 

export -oriented companies. All this caused insecurity of local population as 

well as investors regarding the ruble.  

Figure 9:Annual GDP growth (%)                                                     

 

Source: World Bank 
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Russia was the world’s sixth-largest economy in 2017 according to 

World Bank. During observed period, positive GDP growth is noticed, except 

for year of 2009, when negative growth rate of -7.82% was observed and years 

of 2015-16 with respective -2.8% and- 0.2% GDP growth rate. Negative GDP 

growth during 2015-16, is partially caused by contraction in fuels industry due 

to decrease in value of total exports, which was caused by ruble 2nd devaluation 

of the ruble in the period, which resulted in exchange rate of 73 rubles per dollar 

at the end of 2015. For comparison, year -end exchange rate was 56.3 and 37.2 

rubles per dollar in 2014 and 2013 respectively. 

 

Figure 10: Central Bank policy rates, (%) 

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 

* Due to unavailability of public data on key rates of Central Bank of Russia, only period of 2013-17 is shown. 

 

 

Stating November 2014, Russian ruble was let to fully float, and Central 

Bank cancelled dual-currency band consisting of euro and dollar. Regular 

foreign exchange interventions were also ended. In November of 2014, Central 

Bank increased interest rates from 9.5% to 10.5% and then to 17%9. This high 

interest rates did not happen since crisis of 1998 in Russia. During these was 

injections billions of USD to economy. Therefore, resulting from many large 

interventions, foreign currency reserves of Russia dropped by total of 100 billion 

                                                           
9 Central Bank interest rates for Russia are depicted for the period of 2013-17 only, due to the 

lack of data. 
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USD in 2015. However, followed with gradual stabilization of oil prices, ruble 

started to stabilize, which in turn caused increase in foreign currency reserves.  

 

Figure 11: Inflation, measured by Consumer Price Index (CPI), (%) 

  
Source: World Bank                           

 

 

 

From the table above depicting inflation level in Russia over 2007-17, 

powerful trend of increase of inflation is observed during 2009-11, following the 

global financial crisis and in 2014-16, following currency crisis in the country. 

   

 Starting from 2014, there was also significant decrease in net inflows and 

outflows. However, the difference is bigger for net inflows (67%↓) , whereas net 

outflows decreased by only 29%. Year of 2015 resulted in further decrease in net 

inflows (15%↓) and net outflows (35%↓). This period is considered with decrease in oil 

prices, depreciation of ruble, unstable political situation concerning Ukraine, imposed 

international sanctions. All these factors were leading to foreign investors to withdraw 

their existing investments or not to invest in their future. However, in 2016-17 the net 

outflows and inflows are reaching “the balance”, eliminating the large difference of 

previous years (2013-2015).  
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Figure 12: Annual change in Foreign Direct Investment, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

Russia actively participates in international trade. As paper assumes that 

exchange rates affect exports and imports, analysis of exports and imports structure is 

presented below. Main export partners of Russia are: China, Netherlands, Germany, 

Belarus, Turkey10. Over two-third (68%) of all exports are delivered to before-mentioned 

countries. and largest import partners are: China , Germany , Belarus , the United 

States and Italy. 

  Top export product categories of Russia are: crude and refined petroleum, 

petroleum gas, LNG, coal briquettes, wheat, wheat and meslin11. Country’s largest 

export products during observed period were hydrocarbons, specifically oil and gas, as 

they account to two thirds of total exports.  Top import product categories are: packaged 

medicaments, cars and vehicle parts, spacecrafts/planes/helicopters, compounds of 

precious metal or rare elements/radioactive elements. During all observed period Russia 

had trade surplus, meaning that value of exports exceeded value of imports. Although 

                                                           
10 Exports to China account to 12.5% of all Russian exports, 10% to Netherlands, 8% to Germany, 5% to 

Belarus and Turkey each. The rest of the trade partners are mentioned as “Unspecified” in the source 

from where data was derived from (which is WITS). 
11 Live trees and other plants, bulb, roots, cut flowers, ornamental foilage (“Harmonized Commodity 

Description and Coding Systems”, United Nations International Trade Statistics). 
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always staying at positive level, Russia experienced decrease in trade balance following 

financial crisis, in 2009 (41% down) and following currency crisis, in 2015 and 2016, 

by 17% and 40% down respectively.  

 

Figure 13: Total exports and imports, annual change, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

 

4.2  Kazakhstan 
  

Kazakhstan can be characterized as large developing economy. It is the biggest 

Central Asian economy. Country’s economy is largely based on fuels industry, with 

fuels amounting to two thirds of all export revenues. Considering under-developed 

financial markets and volatility of domestic currency, National Bank of Kazakhstan 

(NBK) used to peg domestic currency-tenge against US dollar. During studied, 

especially between 2009-15 NBK was performing heavy foreign exchange operations, 

in form of foreign currency injections to maintain stable and strong position of domestic 

currency and therefore, maintain fixed exchange rate regime. During almost all studied 

years (except 2007; 2016-17), NBK pegged domestic currency to US dollar. Table 

below summarizes currency regime implemented and nominal anchor National Bank of 

Kazakhstan during observed years. 
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 Table 3: De-facto exchange rate arrangements of Kazakhstan, 2007-17 

Year Exchange rate arrangement Monetary policy framework 

2007 
Managed floating with no pre-determined 

exchange rate path 

IMF-supported or other 

monetary program 

2008 Other conventional pegged arrangement 

Exchange rate anchor against 

US dollar 

2009 
Pegged exchange rate within horizontal 

bands 

2010 

Craw-like arrangement 
2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 
Stabilized arrangement 

2015 Other 12 

2016 
Floating Inflation targeting 

2017 

Source: (Annual Report on Exchange Rate Arrangement and Exchange Restrictions, IMF, 2007-17). 

 

 During analyzed 10 years, national currency of Kazakhstan-tenge, for the 

most part was de-facto pegged to US dollar. Overall, tenge was stable during 2007-13, 

excluding devaluation which happened in 2009. In the February of 2009, Kazakh tenge 

was devaluated by 18% by National Bank of Kazakhstan. Trading band of ±3% was 

settled vis-à-vis the US dollar. Consequently, classification of de facto exchange rate 

arrangement was replaced by pegged exchange rate with horizontal band, and later, in 

2010 by crawling peg. Following years until 2013, stable position of tenge against US 

dollar can be observed. The stability of domestic currency against dollar was achieved 

not from real stability and strength of domestic currency but rather heavy interventions 

                                                           
12 Central Bank of Kazakhstan started taking first steps towards inflation targeting framework (IMF, 

2015).  
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by National Bank of Kazakhstan, which happened on monthly basis. For example, 

during 2014, NB injected over 10 billion of US dollars (National Bank of Kazakhstan). 

In February of 2014, domestic currency was devaluated against US dollar by 18%. 

Trading band of 1.05% against US dollar was established. Many factors may have 

contributed to the decision of devaluation tenge. Decrease in oil prices, currency crisis 

in Russia (key trade partner of Kazakhstan) created pressure on domestic currency. 

However, NBK governors referred to the depreciation of tenge not as “devaluation”, but 

as a transition to a freely floating exchange rate when market forces determine 

appropriate exchange rate. De-facto exchange rate regime of crawl-like arrangement 

which lasted for 4 years was abandoned, and there was a shift to stabilized arrangement. 

In the same year, NBK started to take preparatory steps towards abandoning exchange 

rate anchor against US dollar and using inflation targeting instead for maintaining price 

stability. Following devaluations of tenge, National Bank of Kazakhstan decided to let 

tenge float, by implementing floating exchange rate arrangement. Exchange rates 

against main trading partner currencies (Russia firstly), oil prices act as main factors in 

fluctuation of tenge (National Bank of Kazakhstan).   

 

Figure 14: Central Bank policy rate, (%) 

 

Source: National Bank of Kazakhstan 
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period until currency crisis of 2014, NBK interest rate was fluctuating approximately 

between 5 % and 8%. As a response to high level of inflation, following devaluation of 

tenge, NBK raised interest rates from 5.5% to 16%. The rates were further decreased to 

12% and to 10.25% in 2016 and 2017 respectively. 

Over the 10-year period, Kazakhstan experiences positive GDP growth with pick 

growth happening between 2009-11. From 2014 to 2015, however GDP growth rate 

declined from approximately 6% to 1.2%. This time corresponds to currency crisis and 

shift to floating exchange rate arrangement in Kazakhstan. Starting from 2016, due to 

gradual stabilization of economy growth rate increased to 4.1%. 

Figure 15: Annual GDP growth, (%)       

  

Source: World Bank 

 

National Bank also pledged to publicly disclose target inflation every year as 

well as actual level of inflation. Target inflation rate set by National Bank of 

Kazakhstan is band 6-8% annually. The annual inflation decreased from 16.6% in 

September to 8.5% in December of 2016, being slightly above the National Bank’s 

target of 6-8% band.  
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Figure 16: Inflation, measure as Consumer Price Index (CPI), (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

 

Kazakhstan experienced positive trade balance during observed period. On 

average about two-thirds (68%) of Kazakhstan exports by value were delivered to 

European countries while around 31% shipped sold to Asian countries. The rest 

accounted to Americas and Australia. Biggest export partners of Kazakhstan are: 

Russian Federation, China, Germany, United States and Italy13. Largest import partners 

are: Italy, China, Netherlands, Russian Federation, and Switzerland14. Largest export 

product categories are: Mineral fuels including oil (70.1% of total exports), iron and 

steel (6.8%), copper (4.2%), inorganic chemicals (3.5%). Main import products are: 

consumer goods, intermediate goods, machinery, metals, and fuels. 

.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 Exports to Russian Federation accounts to 40% of all exports, to China 15%, to Germany 5%, to USA 
4.3% and 3.2% to Italy. 
14 Imports by Kazakhstan from Italy accounts to 18% of all exports, 12% from China, 7% from Switzerland 
, 10 % from Netherlands and Russia each. 
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Figure 17: Total exports and imports, annual change, (%)

 

Source: World Bank 

 

 

It is believed that devaluation of domestic currency can expand economic output 

by motivating local businesses to expand their operations and produce for export. Due 

to lower value of national currency, it is beneficial for domestic firms to trade 

internationally, specifically to sell to foreign countries in foreign currency. However, 

following the crisis of tenge experienced in 2014-15, exports and imports of Kazakhstan 

also experienced decrease in value. Value of exports decreased by 40% in 2015 and 

further by 17% in 2016.  

This decrease may be caused by devaluation of tenge against US dollar in 

corresponding period. Decrease in value of imports is also noticed. Value of total 

imports decreased for three consecutive years from 2014 to 2016 (10%, 20% and 14% 

respectively). However, this decrease can be consequence of economy experiencing 

recession, with uncertainty from investors and population side regarding domestic 

currency, and negative prospects regarding financial stability, thus decreased aggregate 

demand. Moreover, export volume decreased as well during discussed years. Because 

oil constitutes major part of export product of the country, decrease in price discourages 

local producers to sell more. Starting from 2017 Kazakhstan exports and imports 

increased by 28% and 9% respectively.  
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Figure 18: Annual change in FDI, (%) 

 

Source: Worl Bank 

 

 

Overall since gaining independence, Kazakhstan has attracted large amounts of 

foreign direct investment (FDI), especially due to huge hydrocarbon reserves. FDI was 

found to positively affect economy of Kazakhstan, specifically GDP growth and per-

capita income (Jepbarova et.al, 2011).  Biggest part of foreign direct investment is 

directed to energy sectors. Looking at the industries where most of the foreign 

investments were made, we can observe that these are mining and manufacturing 

industries. Geological explorations accounted for primary FDI.  

 

4.3  Azerbaijan 

 

Azerbaijan is relatively small, developing economy mainly dependent of export 

of hydrocarbons, specifically oil and natural gas. Due to heavy oil dependency, 

economy of Azerbaijan is volatile to change in oil prices. In order to provide price 

stability and exchange rate stability Central Bank of Azerbaijan used to peg national 

currency- manat to US dollar. Sharp decrease in oil prices starting from 2014, 
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significantly and negatively affected domestic economy. Due to decreased revenues 

from oil, which caused foreign currency income, and high level of dollarization there 

was huge pressure on national currency. As Monetary policy implemented by Central 

Bank of Azerbaijan (CBAR) mainly focused on exchange rate stability, in situation of 

high pressure CB had to take actions to maintain exchange within stable limits.  

Because of underdeveloped debt market in the country, CB was constrained in the usage 

of monetary policy tools and foreign exchange interventions were used as a policy tool.  

Central Bank was intervening foreign exchange markets by injecting foreign currency 

to domestic economy using currency reserves. For example foreign currency 

sterilizations that were held by CBAR during 2011-2015 amount to total of 16 billion 

US dollars. With almost half of the interventions happening in 2015. 

 

Azerbaijani manat was devaluated by 34% in February and by further 48%in 

December of 2015. REER also declined by 9% and 27% in 2015 and 2016 respectively.  

In 2015, peg of domestic currency to US dollar was abandoned (which was effective 

since 2011) and peg against currency basket comprising US dollar and euro was 

accepted.  Following that, in 2016  exchange rate regime was reclassified to managed 

floating from stabilized arrangement. However, according to IMF de-facto exchange 

rate arrangement is classified as other managed arrangement.  Previously de-facto 

nominal anchor against US dollar was abandoned and state chose not to have officially 

stated nominal anchor. Central Bank of Azerbaijan rather audits various indicators and 

align its monetary policy with them. Nonetheless, according to IMF, de-facto nominal 

anchor used by CB of Azerbaijan is still US dollar.  Starting from 2016, CB reduced 

number of interventions. Currency sales of 4.9 billion US dollar were realized by State 

Oil Fund of Azerbaijan in 2016 (Monetary Policy Review of CBAR, 2016). In the same 

year, for the first time, foreign exchange auctions were introduced by Central Bank, and 

114 auctions were organized that year. Additionally all foreign exchange rate bureaus 

were closed due to inadequately high demand for foreign currency by population, which 

was also  caused by psychological effect of devaluation and loss in creditworthiness of 

domestic currency. Following table presents currency regimes exercised by Central 

Bank of Azerbaijan during 2007-17. 
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Table 4: De-facto exchange rate arrangements on Azerbaijan,2007-17 

Year Exchange rate arrangement Monetary policy framework 

  

Crawling peg 

Exchange rate anchor 
2007 

2008 
Exchange rate anchor against 

composite of euro and dollar 

2009 

Stabilized arrangement 

Exchange rate anchor against US 

dollar 2010 

2011 

Other 15 

2012 

2013 

2014 

 

 

2015 

2016 
Other managed arrangement16 Other17  

2017 

Source: (Annual Report on Exchange Rate Arrangement and Exchange Restrictions, IMF, 2007-17). 

 

Devaluation of domestic currency effect exports in terms of making domestic goods 

cheaper for foreigners. However, devaluation makes foreign goods more expensive, 

thus discouraging imports. Both effects can be viewed as positive, domestic firms can 

benefit from favorable export conditions. At the same time, because of more expensive 

imports, domestic firms will try to substitute imports by producing the products 

                                                           
15 De-facto exchange rate anchor to US dollar was maintained (IMF, 2015) 
16 De-jure exchange rate regime of Azerbaijan during 2016-17 is managed floating arrangement. 

However, for the purpose of transparency in the paper, de-facto exchange rate regime as defined by IMF 

was taken into account. 
17 Azerbaijan did not have officially stated nominal anchor, Central Bank was monitoring different 

indicators while conducting monetary policy. 
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internally. This will cause import substitution and can decrease country’s import 

dependency.   

As in the case of Russia and Kazakhstan, CB of Azerbaijan, after devaluation of local 

currency, increased interest rates from 3% to 15% in 2016. One of the reasons of 

increasing CB policy rates was to pressure inflation downward through interest rates 

channel, which amounted to 15% in 2016 in comparison to 2% in 2014. downward 

through interest rates channel. When CB raises interest rates which at that moment 

increased already by 10% since 2014. 

 

Figure 19: Central Bank policy rates, (%)  

 

Source: International Monetary Fund 
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Figure 20: Inflation, measured as Consumer Price Index (CPI), (%)

 

Source: World Bank 

Inflation, measured by Consumer Price Index (CPI), was at record high level of 

21%(during studies 10 years) in 2008. Gradually, inflation was brought down, and 

fluctuated between 2 and 8% during 2009-15. After depreciation of manat in 2015, 

inflation increased from 4% to 12% in 2016. 

 

Figure 21: Annual GDP growth, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

Fast increase in oil production resulted in GDP growth surge from 2006, 
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10% annually.  During 2011-12 due to relatively lower oil production, annual GDP 

growth fell to 0.1%  and 2.2% (2012) respectively. In later years, GDP was growing on 

average between 2 and 6% until 2016, when for the first time during observed period 

negative growth was noted. 

Fuel exports18 accounted on average to 92% of total exports during observed 10 

years. This also makes Azerbaijan the country with lowest level of export 

diversification among other selected countries. Export diversification can be detrimental 

in international trade of the country. Poorly diversified export product groups can end 

up in all finance and human capital concentrating only in one industry. Although it can 

create increased skills and virtue by means of specialization and concentration, it does 

not provide country with efficient export mechanism. Therefore, economy becomes 

volatile to price changes associated with main export product group. 

 Main export partners of Azerbaijan are: Russian Federation, Turkey , China, 

United States, and Ukraine19. Whereas, main import partners are: Italy, Turkey, Israel, 

Russian Federation20 . Constituting 90% of total exports, mineral fuels including oil are 

the biggest export products of Azerbaijan. Other products such as fruit and vegetables, 

gems and precious metals constitute around 1% of total exports, leaving rest to 

aluminum, plastic, organic chemicals, cotton and other industries. Main import product 

groups are: vehicles, oil products, wheat, packaged medicaments and broadcasting 

equipment. 

Value of Azerbaijani exports decreased (29% down from previous year) 

following global financial crisis and sharp decline of oil prices in 2009. Significant 

decrease in value of exports however happened in 2015- 38% down, followed by 12% 

decrease in 2016.Starting from 2017, growth in value of exports was observed, which is 

assumed to result of gradual increase in global oil prices. Decrease in imports during 

2015-16 may be explained by higher prices for imported goods than previously, as well 

as declined consumption by households and enterprises.          

                                                           
18 Mentioned “fuel exports” include gas exports as well.  However  
19 Russian Federation-17%, Turkey-15%, United States- 5.5% 
20 Italy-32%, Turkey 10%, Russian Federation- 4.2% 
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Figure 22: Total exports and imports, annual change, (%) 

                                                                         
Source: World Bank              

           

 Azerbaijan received large amounts of foreign investments since the 

independence. However, as in the case of Kazakhstan, most of investments flow to the 

energy sector. 

Figure 23: Foreign direct investment, annual change, (%) 

       

Source: World Bank 
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4.4   Georgia 
 

Georgia was one of CIS counties that decided to adopt independent floating 

regimes. During the period of 2000-2004, National Bank of Georgia was not 

intervening to the exchange rate market to defend Georgian lari (GEL). However, 

monetary authority was intervening into the market occasionally to achieve its inflation 

objectives. However, in 2005, country moved to managed floating regime with no pre-

announced patch for the exchange rate. During 2005-08, National Bank of Georgia was 

intervening foreign exchange market in order to stabilize exchange rate fluctuations and 

enhance national reserves. In the span of a year during 2008-2009, national monetary 

authority shifted to using monetary aggregate as nominal anchor.  Table below presents 

currency regimes of Georgia during 2007-17. 
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Table 5: De-facto exchange rate arrangement of Georgia, 2007-17 

Year Exchange rate arrangement Monetary policy framework 

  

Managed floating with no pre-determined 

exchange rate path 

IMF-supported or other monetary 

program 2007 

2008 Monetary aggregate target 

2009 
Other managed arrangement21 

Exchange rate anchor against dollar 

2010 

Inflation targeting  

2011 
Floating 

2012 

2013 Stabilized arrangement 

2014 

Floating 
2015 

2016 

2017 

Source: (Annual Report on Exchange Rate Arrangement and Exchange Restrictions, IMF, 2007-17). 

 

Starting from 2010, National Bank of Georgia started using inflation targeting as 

a part of monetary policy.  Main goal was to maintain low and stable inflation, thus 

encouraging sustainable economic growth, low interest rates and declining 

unemployment. Inflation targets of 5%, 4% and 3% were set respectively for 2016, 

2017 and 2018. Long term CPI inflation target was set to 3% (National Bank of 

Georgia, 2016).  

 

 

 

                                                           
21 De-jure exchange rate regime during mentioned was floating regime. 
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Figure 24: Inflation, measured as Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

Refinancing rate22 is used as a main monetary tool. The difference between 

target and actual inflation can be a good indicator how much policy should be adjusted, 

meaning increasing or decreasing refinancing rate.  Change in the refinancing rate is 

transmitted to domestic economy via channel of exchange rates, market rates and 

influencing aggregate demand. National Bank of Georgia for 10 years, did not increase 

or decrease interest rates significantly, except 2010 and 2015. Key rates were raised 

from 4% to 8% in 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
22 Interest rate at which commercial bank can borrow fund from National Bank for overnight or short-

term borrowings.  
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Figure 25: Central Bank policy rates, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

Starting from March 2013, previously practiced multiple currency practice in 

Georgia was amended. Until November 2014, Georgian lari was quite stable against US 

dollar. During next three months, lari depreciated by 10% and continued depreciating 

until September of 2015, ending with total 29% depreciation against US dollar. National 

Bank of Georgia kept interventions in order to smooth exchange rate at minimum. As 

found by Mzhavandze and Saha (2016) , Georgian economy was affected by the 

exchange rates through major channels such as foreign direct investment, trade and 

remittances. Economic downturn and the extreme currency devaluation happening in 

Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan – main trading partners of Georgia – also negatively 

affected Georgian economy 

From comparing period between 2014-15, we can observe similar depreciations 

against US dollar during 2014-15 in all observed countries. This can be linked to global 

appreciation of dollar in 2014, when dollar rose against all major currencies. After 8 

years of maintaining very low interest rates below 1%, expectation of Federal Reserve 

potentially increasing the fed rates, contributed to global demand for dollar, thus leading 

it to appreciate. 
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Figure 26: GDP growth rate, annual, (%) 

        

  Source: World Bank                                    

 

 GDP of Georgia experienced   negative growth in the years of global financial 

crisis. In later years however, growth was achieved again, with several decreases in 

2013 and 2015. 

Trade balance of Georgia is different from other observed countries, as country 

experienced trade deficit, meaning value of imports was exceeding value of exports. 

Georgia also, achieved diversification in its exports. Consumer goods, raw materials 

and metals constitute approximately 20-30% each of total exports. Major trade partners 

of Georgia are: Turkey, China, Azerbaijan, Armenia, Ukraine and EU countries. Major 

export products are copper and ferroalloys, cars, wine and medicaments. Whereas 

imported products are refined petroleum, cars, packaged medicaments, natural gas, 

automobiles. During the global appreciation of dollar and consequent depreciation of 

Georgian lari value of exports and imports decreased (by 2% in 2014 and 12% in 2015), 

however it was not so drastic as in the case of other three countries: Russia, Kazakhstan 

and Azerbaijan. Partially decrease in exports and imports is also caused by unstable and 

volatile economic standing in main trade partners of Georgia, which are Russia and 

Azerbaijan. Azerbaijan being main country of oil and gas imports.  
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Figure 27: Total exports and imports, annual change, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

   

Analysis of FDI and its structure is important for Georgia as Georgian economy 

is largely dependent on FDI and it is believed that FDI amounting to more than one 

billion US dollars a year is needed in order to maintain economic growth of over 5% 

(Kapanadze,2014). Since the independence of Georgia, biggest investors were: 

Azerbaijan and United Kingdom, followed by Netherlands, Luxembourg and Turkey.  

First two countries’ investments were mainly into the oil and gas pipelines, which 

connected Azeri main export product-oil and gas to Turkey and further to Europe. 

Additionally, according to GeoStat (National Statistics Office of Georgia) – majority of 

investments were made in transportation and communication sectors. Transportation 

sector mainly includes pipeline transportation used for fuels. Agricultural sector 

however had the lowest share in total FDIs during 2007-17. 
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Figure 28: Foreign direct investment, net inflows, annual change, (%) 

 

Source: World Bank 

 

Over the observed period, Georgia had on average 1,4 billion USD of foreign 

direct investment net inflows and they grew on average by 11% annually. Decrease in 

net inflows was realized following global financial crisis, 15% and 59% decrease in 

2008 and 2009 respectively. This decline may be explained by global financial crisis 

and more importantly the political tensions between Georgia and Russia regarding the 

territories of South Ossetia and Abkhazia23. Political instability caused by this can have 

negative effect on decisions of foreigners whether to invest in the country or not. 

Moreover, part of existing foreign investments can be subject to withdrawals of 

investments by foreigners. Starting from 2010, change in FDI shows positive growth, 

reaching highest amount of net inflows in 2014 and in 2017 roughly 1,8 billion US 

dollars, which accounted to 12% of GDP.  Later, from 2010, there was stable growth in 

FDI net inflows (excluding 2012). In 2015-16, net inflows declined slightly (by 9 and 

5%). Instability in the economies of investors origin contributed to this issue.  

Moreover, it is important to note negative net outflows in in 2006 and 2009, 

which means Georgian residents’ repatriated or disinvested their investments from 

                                                           
23 Five days war was in August of 2008 between Russia and Georgia 
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external economies more, than new investment to foreign economies made by residents. 

In comparison to other observed countries, Georgia has lowest direct investment 

outflow during selected period, never amounting for half billion USD on average. 
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5 Econometric Model, Empirical Results and Discussion 
 

In order to test initial assumptions made in the beginning of the study linear 

regression method was implemented.  Real effective exchange rate was considered as 

independent variable, whereas GDP, inflation, exports& imports and foreign direct 

investment were considered as dependent variables. To quantify the independent 

variable which is exchange rate- real effective exchange rate index (REER) is used. To 

monitor the developments, year-to-year change in real REER is calculated and used in 

the analysis.  

Two dummy or factor variables were included in the regression model. First factor 

is sanctions levied on Russia by USA and European Union in 2014. Because analyzed 

economies are closely related and, in some cases, interdependent on each other’s 

economies, sanctions are assumed to have affect in all countries, except Georgia.  

Second chosen dummy is currency exchange regime practiced by countries. The 2 

levels of this dummy variable are: fixed rates (initial currency arrangement in all 

countries) and floating rates (all countries shifted to floating rates at some point).  

Linear regression model was run using statistical software R.  Because of small sample 

size, significance or alpha level of 10% was chosen. 

𝐻0: p≤ 0.1 

𝐻1: p> 0.1 

The null hypothesis states that there is no change in dependent variable associated with 

independent variable, which is real effective exchange rate. 

The alternative hypothesis states that there is a change in dependent variable associated 

with independent variable. 

The main econometric model used is based on the following relationship: 

𝑦�̂�= α+ β*𝑥𝑡+ 𝜸*𝑧𝑡+ ɛ𝑡  
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Following chapter will introduce obtained empirical results together with 

interpretation. Therefore, chapter is divided to 5 sub-sections, each section presenting 

results of the empirical model for each indicator separately. 

5.1 Exports and Exchange Rates 
 

To establish relationship between exchange rates and exports the linear regression 

model was run. Considered dependent variable is export, whereas independent variable 

is exchange rate. In order to consider the effect of change in exchange rate arrangement, 

independent two-level dummy variable-currency regime was added in the cases for all 

countries.  The assumption behind is that currency regime affect economy and could 

affect analyzed indicators. Considering the fact that during analyzed period, at some 

point all countries shifted from fixed currency arrangement to floating arrangement, it is 

expected that selected economic indicators would reflect the change. The two levels of 

categorical variable were defined as “fixed regime” and “floating regime”.  Based on 

the existing literature, expectation is that shift from pegged to floating arrangement will 

be followed by increase in exports and decrease in imports. Therefore, floating currency 

regime is supposed to have positive effect on exports, and negative effect in imports. 

Second two-level categorical variable- sanctions were included in the model of all 

countries while analyzing the exports. In order to remove the trend from data and make 

it stationary, percentage change from year-to year was used in quantifying inputs for 

real effective exchange rate and exports. 

Estimated model equation is presented below: 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠𝑡,𝑗= α + 𝛽1 * 𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑡,𝑗+ 𝛽2 * 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,𝑗+𝛾* 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡,𝑗+ɛ𝑡,𝑗  

According to the obtained results, approximately 63% of variation in the exports 

of Russia are associated and can be explained by change in exchange rate, imposed 

sanctions and currency regime. 1 percentage point increase in real effective exchange 

rate is associated with approximately 2.2 percentage points increase in exports, adjusted 

for sanctions and currency regime. This implies positive relationship between real 

effective exchange rate and exports in Russia, whereas initial assumption was that 
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relationship would be negative. Contrary to the expectations, shift to floating currency 

arrangement negatively affected exports. This may be explained by the fact that major 

export product of Russia is – crude oil, which experienced dramatic decrease in price in 

2014. Shift to floating currency arrangement corresponds to the following year-2015.  

Surprisingly sanctions were not found to have negative impact, as expected. 

The obtained p-value of the test is equal to 0.01734. As p-value is less than 

significance level (α=10% or 0.1) we can reject the null hypothesis (that there is no 

effect of exchange rates to exports) and accept alternative hypothesis. To conclude in 

the case of Russia exchange rates have statistically significant effect on exports. 

In the cases of Georgia, like Azerbaijan, test resulted in p-value higher than 

established significance level, therefore we fail to reject the null hypothesis. Moreover, 

the obtained r-square of such a low value, is an indicator that data did not fit the model 

properly. 

 In the case of Kazakhstan relationship between exchange rates and exports was 

found. Exchange rates were found to have positive effect on exports, as 1 percentage 

point increase in real effective exchange rate is associated with 1.59 percentage point 

increase in exports. Floating currency arrangement also had positive impact on exports. 

However, sanctions imposed on Russia had negative impact on exports. Overall, around 

49% of variations in the exports are associated with exchange rate, sanction and 

currency regime. With p-value less than established alpha, null hypothesis can be 

rejected and it can be said that exchange rates in Kazakhstan do effect exports. 
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Table below summarized the results of the test for all four countries.  

 

Table 6: Relationship between exchange rates and exports 

Coefficients     

Russia     

 Estimate St.Error t-value p 

REER 2.20543 0.05714 4.084 0.0046 

Currency regime -0.17713 0.17318 -1.023 0.34046 

Sanctions 0.08312 0.54002 0.496 0.6353 

p-value: 0.0173 R.sq: 0.745 Adj. R.sq: 0.636   

Kazakhstan     

REER 1.5990 0.5889 2.715 0.030 

Currency regime 0.0586 0.2311 0.254 0.807 

Sanctions -0.15665 0.1920 -0.816 0.442 

p-value: 0.0580 R.sq: 0.6346 Adj.R.sq: 0.4779   

Azerbaijan     

REER 1.4246 1.1298 1.261 0.2488 

Currency regime 0.38520 0.2958 1.302 0.234 

Sanctions -0.2808 0.2450 -1.146 0.289 

p-value: 0.233 R.sq: 0.4369 Adj.R.sq: 0.1956   

Georgia     

REER 0.8289 0.9243 1.636 0.146 

Currency regime 0.0696 0.1111 0.627 0.551 

Sanctions -0.1537 0.11899 -1.292 0.237 

p-value: 0.3415 R.sq: 0.3615 Adj.R.sq: 0.0878   
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5.2 Imports and Exchange rates 

 

To establish relationship between exchange rates and imports dependent 

variable imports and independent variable of real effective exchange rate were 

considered. Similar to the analysis of exports, two dummy variables were integrated in 

the models. However, sanctions imposed on Russia were not included in regression 

model for Georgia. The main rationale behind is that relatively low amount of Georgia’s 

imports is associated with Russia, therefore it is assumed that sanctions would not affect 

Georgian economy significantly. In the case for other three countries, sanctions were 

included in the model. Moreover, year-to-year change in both numeric variables (real 

effective exchange rate index and imports) were considered. Estimated regression 

equation is presented below: 

𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠𝑡,𝑗= α + 𝛽1 * 𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑡,𝑗+ 𝛽2 * 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,𝑗+𝜸* 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡,𝑗+ɛ𝑡,𝑗 

 

In the case of Russia, exchange rates were found to have positive impact on 

imports, as initially assumed.  1 percentage point increase in exchange rates or 

appreciation of domestic currency by 1 percentage point leads to approximately 2.26 

percentage point increase in imports.  Whereas, shift to floating currency regime 

negatively affected imports. Surprisingly sanctions again, as in the case for exports had 

very small, although positive impact on imports. Estimated regression equation is 

presented below: 

  In Georgia, similar situation was observed and positive relationship between 

exchange rates and imports was established. 1 percentage point increase or appreciation 

of domestic currency by 1 percentage point, was found to increase imports by 2.39 

percentage points. Shift to floating currency regime, however has negative but almost 

insignificant effect on imports. Following is estimated model for Georgia: 

 For both Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan, however, effect of exchange rates on 

imports was not found to be statistically significant, therefore we cannot say stipulate 
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that exchange rates affect imports in Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan. Estimate econometric 

models for Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan are presented below: 

Table 7: Relationship between exchange rates and imports 

Coefficients     

Russia     

 Estimate St.Error t-value p 

REER 2.2677 0.4847 4.678 0.00227 

Currency regime -0.1311 0.15546 -0.856 0.42021 

Sanctions 0.0209 0.15057 0.139 0.89313 

p-value: 0.007235 R.sq: 0.8033 Adj.R.sq: 0.719   

Kazakhstan     

REER 0.7284 0.3951 1.844 0.108 

Currency regime 0.03351 0.1550 0.216 0.835 

Sanctions -0.16425 0.12886 -1.275 0.243 

p-value: 0.1042 R.sq: 0.563 Adj.R.sq: 0.3758   

Azerbaijan     

REER 0.2419 0.6653 0.364 0.727 

Currency regime 0.01458 0.01458 0.084 0.936 

Sanctions -0.1450 0.14428 -1.005 0.348 

p-value: 0.4336 R.sq: 0.3074 Adj.R.sq: 0.0105   

Georgia     

REER 2.3978 0.9025 2.657 0.0289 

Currency regime -0.000981 0.09701 -0.010 0.9922 

p-value: 0.0743 R.sq: 0.4778 Adj.R.sq: 0.3473   
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5.3 Inflation and Exchange rates 
 

In the analysis of relationship between exchange rates and inflation, inflation measure 

das Consumer Price Index (CPI) was considered as dependent variable. One of dummy 

variables (sanctions) was used only in the case for Russia and Kazakhstan, because high 

exposure of Kazakh economy to Russian economy.  Moreover, inflation levels of 

previous period were included to the model as independent variable. 

 

 In the model for Kazakhstan, Georgia and Azerbaijan in testing for effect on i

nflation, sanctions imposed on Russia are not considered as categorical or dummy varia

ble. Assumption is that response in both dependent and independent variables to the san

ctions is very low. However, contrary to the initial assumption, test failed to establish st

atistically significant relationship between exchange rates and inflation in all countries. 

Obtained p-values were significantly higher than established significance level. Therefo

re, we fail to reject the null hypothesis. 

Estimated regression models are presented below: 

 

𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡,𝑗 = α + 𝛽1 * 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡−1,𝑗+ 𝛽2 * 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,𝑗 +𝜸* 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡.𝑗+ɛ𝑡,𝑗 
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Table 8: Relationship between exchange rates and inflation 

Coefficients     

Russia     

 Estimate St.Error t-value p 

REER -0.296848    0.126433   -2.348    0.0572 

Inflation(t-1) 0.002173    0.345753    0.006 0.9952   

Currency regime 0.031463 0.042206    0.745    0.4842   

Sanctions -0.044155    0.040329   -1.095    0.3156   

p-value: 0.3317 R.sq: 0.4873 Adj.R.sq: 0.1455   

Kazakhstan     

REER 0.14590     0.09680    1.507    0.1755   

Inflation(t-1) 0.16847     0.34232    0.492    0.6377   

Currency regime 0.01747     0.03028    0.577    0.5820   

p-value: 0.4486 R.sq: 0.2992 Adj.R.sq: -0.00119   

Azerbaijan     

REER 0.35860 0.36945    0.971     0.364 

Inflation(t-1) -0.01451     0.47528   -0.031     0.977 

Currency regime 0.12215 0.08690    1.406     0.203 

p-value: 0.4287 R:sq: 0.3102 Adj.R.sq: 0.01452   

Georgia     

REER  0.38678      0.27812    1.391     0.207 

Inflation(t-1) 0.02533     0.39793    0.064     0.951 

Currency regime 0.00549     0.02895    0.190     0.855 

p-value: 0.4741 R.sq: 0.2854 Adj.R.sq: -0.0208   
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5.4 Foreign Direct Investment and Exchange rates 
 

    To find effect on foreign direct investment, year-to-year change in net FDI 

flows was considered. Sanctions were considered as factor variable only for Russia. For 

other three countries, considering very low level of foreign direct investment inflows 

and outflows related to Russia, only currency regime was used as a factor variable. 

 Regression tests run for establishing relationship between foreign direct invest

ment and exchange rates were statistically non-significant in case of all countries. Obtai

ned negative r-squared indicates non- significance of independent variables: exchange r

ates, currency regime and sanctions. 

Below is estimated equation: 

 

𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡,𝑗= α + 𝛽1 * 𝑅𝐸𝐸𝑅𝑡,𝑗+ 𝛽2 * 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,𝑗+𝜸* 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡,𝑗+ɛ𝑡,𝑗 
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Table 9: Relationship between exchange rates and foreign direct investment 

Coefficients     

Russia     

 Estimate St.Error t-value p 

REER 2.099 14.167 0.148 0.886 

Currency regime -2.531 4.543 -0.557 0.595 

Sanctions 2.904 4.401 0.660 0.530 

p-value: 0.9272 R.sq: 0.05994 Adj.R.sq: 0.3429   

Kazakhstan     

REER 2.3798 2.8435 0.837 0.427 

Currency regime 1.1943 0.90781 1.316 0.225 

p-value: 0.3185 R.sq: 0.2487 Adj.R.sq: 0.0609   

Azerbaijan     

REER -0.03767 0.0531 -0.708 0.499 

Currency regime -0.0094 0.0147 -0.645 0.537 

p-value: 0.7167 R:sq: 0.0657 Adj.R.sq:-0.1678   

Georgia     

REER 1.0595 2.1155 0.501 0.630 

Currency regime 0.2389 0.2274 1.051 0.324 

p-value: 0.5715 R.sq: 0.1305 Adj.R.sq: -0.0868   
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5.5 GDP and Exchange rates 
 

For analysis of GDP and exchange rates, exchange rates together with previous 

period GDP growth was considered as independent variables. For Russia, Kazakhstan 

and Georgia results turned out to be statistically non-significant, therefore, we cannot 

claim existence of positive relationship between exchange rates and GDP in these 

countries.  

Only in case of Azerbaijan, real effective exchange rate was found to have 

positive although very small impact on GDP. More precisely, 1 percentage point 

increase in exchange rate was found to generate 0.076 percentage points increase in 

GDP, with 75% of variations in GDP is caused by variations in exchange rates. This 

supports the initial assumption regarding positive relationship between exchange rates 

and GDP. Additionally, shift to floating exchange rate arrangement had small, but 

positive impact on GDP, whereas sanctions had negative effect.  

Estimated econometric model is presented below: 

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡,𝑗= α + 𝛽1 * 𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡−1,𝑗+ 𝛽2 * 𝑆𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡,𝑗+𝜸* 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡,𝑗+ɛ𝑡,𝑗 
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Table 10: Relationship between exchange rates and GDP 

Coefficients     

Russia     

 Estimate St.Error t-value p 

REER 0.3079 0.1589 1.937 0.101 

GDP(t-1) 0.13107 0.3131 0.419 0.690 

Currency regime -0.0317 0.0502 -0.632 0.550 

Sanctions 0.0152 0.0494 0.308 0.769 

p-value: 0.3614 R.sq: 0.4684 Adj.R.sq: 0.1139   

Kazakhstan     

REER 0.1097 0.07258 1.512 0.182 

GDP(t-1) 0.02089 0.3256 0.064 0.9510 

Currency regime -0.0151 0.03085 -0.492 0.6400 

Sanctions -0.0130 0.0212 -0.613 0.5624 

p-value: 0.2733 R.sq: 0.5269 Adj.R.sq: 0.2115   

Azerbaijan     

REER 0.076152 0.17111 0.445 0.6718 

GDP(t-1) 0.5517 0.1314 4.199 0.0056 

Currency regime 0.0042 0.0414 0.102 0.9217 

Sanctions -0.0132 0.0346 -0.381 0.7164 

p-value: 0.0111 R:sq: 0.8539 Adj.R.sq: 0.7565   

Georgia     

REER 0.2120 0.3718 0.570 0.586 

GDP(t-1) 0.0123 0.4694 0.026 0.980 

Currency regime 0.0062 0.0290 0.214 0.837 

p-value: 0.8769 R.sq: 0.0875 Adj.R.sq: -0.303   
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6 Conclusion 
 

 Initial assumption was that exchange rates negatively affect exports and 

inflation, whereas positively affect imports, GDP growth and foreign direct investment. 

However, obtained statistical results did confirm all the initial assumptions.  

 The empirical tests only partially confirmed the assumptions made in the 

beginning. For example, relationship between exchange rates and exports was expected 

to be negative, as appreciation of domestic currency against weighted average of 

currencies of main trading partners, would imply that domestic products and services 

will be more expensive for foreign consumers, therefore, they will consume less, and 

exports will decline. On the contrary, positive relationship between exchange rates and 

exports was established for Russia and Kazakhstan. More precisely, in Russia, one 

percentage point increase in real effective exchange rate was found to bring 2.2 

percentage point increase in exports, adjusted for sanctions and currency regime. The 

similar result was found for Kazakhstan, where 1 percentage point increase in real 

effective exchange rate was found to bring 1.59 percentage point increase in exports, 

adjusted for sanctions and currency regime. Moreover, shift to floating arrangement, 

had a negative impact on exports in Russia, but positive effect in Kazakhstan. However, 

for Georgia and Azerbaijan, statistically significant relationship between exchange rates 

and exports was not found. 

 The initial hypothesis of positive relationship between real effective exchange 

rate and imports was also partially supported by the empirical test. For Russia and 

Georgia, positive relationship was determined. 1 percentage point increase in exchange 

rate caused 2.26 percentage points increase in imports in Russia, and 2.39 percentage 

point in Georgia. Appreciation of domestic currency, makes foreign goods cheaper for 

local population and therefore households and firms tend to consume more of foreign 

goods, contributing to the increase in imports. Shift to floating regime had negative 

impact on import as it was anticipated. For Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan, we cannot 

claim any relationship between exchange rates and imports.  
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 Empirical results did not support initial assumptions regarding positive relatio

nship between exchange rates and foreign direct investment in any selected economy.  

 The assumption of positive relationship between exchange rates and GDP was 

statistically proved only in the case of Azerbaijan. However, the effect was very small, 

meaning, 1 percentage point increase in exchange rate was found to generate 0.076 

percentage points increase in GDP. Additionally, shift to floating exchange rate 

arrangement had small, but positive impact on GDP, whereas sanctions had negative 

effect.  

 For the rest countries, no significant relationship between real effective exchan

ge rate and GDP was established.  

 

 The following study aimed to contribute to the existing gap in the literature on 

the CIS countries. The research targets economies of countries which are not widely stu

died and analyzed in the academic literature (except for Russia). The study summarizes 

and analyzes main economic factors during observed 10 years and impact of currency re

gime, as well as exchange rates to economy. 

 

The insignificance of empirical results may be caused by some factors, one of 

which is relatively small sample size, covering only 10 periods. The currency regime 

changes for Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan happened in 2016, and in 2015 in Russia. 

Consequently, only 2 periods after the change was included in the model. 

Unfortunately, available data for required indicators was only covering years until 2017. 

The results could be different if more periods following the currency regime change 

were included in the model. Moreover, more distinctive outcome could be potentially 

reached, if quarterly or monthly data was used in the model, in contrast to annual data. 
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